Know your formats
The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library is a Special Collections Library with a variety of different item types—you’ll find
manuscripts, artifacts, audio and video formats, visual materials, newspapers, maps, and more in our holdings. Learn to
look for clues in the card catalog to be certain you know what you are requesting. Here are some examples of what you
might see:

In the image below, we have an example of a Book record. Notice the format says “book.”

By clicking the Description tab, we can find out this book is 321 pages and includes references and an index. This
information is good to know, as there are many pamphlet-sized resources in our collection—which is wonderful unless
you were under the impression you had requested a full-length study on your topic and were met with only a 4 page
fold-out.

Manuscripts are displayed in our catalog in two main ways: Small Collections and Box Collections. The Small Collections
have an “SC” before their number identifier. Box collections typically only say “Box” in the call number field. If you find
a box collection relevant to your research, email alplm.reference@illinois.gov to request a finding aid to determine
which box / folder you might need. (Some box collections are vast and can have more than 15 boxes.) The format
displays in our catalog as either “Manuscript” or “Mixed Material.” Examples of a Small Collection and Box Collection
follow:

And a Box collection will look like this:

One example of visual material in our collection are Broadsides. These are tricky to discern because they have been
coded as “language material” in the catalog – which they are – but the shorthand display reads “Book.” These are not
books, but rather more like posters. Here is an example of what a broadside record looks like:

It’s not until we click into the description tab that we can see more about how this object is physically described. Try to
remember to take a quick peek at this part of the record to better inform your requests.

ALPLM has an amazing Map collection, which you are encouraged to use. A great way to find maps in our card catalog is
to limit your search results to “Map” format. Here is an example of what a map record looks like.

Don’t forget the ALPLM has a fantastic Audio/Visual collection which includes movies, audio of oral history interviews,
and more. If you plan to bring students for a research visit to see some of these items, please communicate with the
library (alplm.reference@illinois.gov) to arrange for the necessary technology to be available to view or listen to your
requested media.

The Oral Histories available at ALPLM are large in number. Some contain links to view the transcriptions, listen to the
audio, or watch the video. If you find these in our catalog, it may be a better use of your library visit to view these items
from home or school so that you can spend more time with the rest of your research requests.

